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Having accorded top priority to improving education in
the Sultanate of Oman, Gulf College’s CEO Dr. Issa Sabeel Issa Al Bulushi has drawn the reputed admiration
of the eminent World Education Congress (WEC) to
bestow upon him this June in Mumbai, India the Education Leadership Award, putting the Sultanate at the
limelight of exceptional honour in the world community.
The WEC’s Jury and Council of
Board Members chaired by Edward Smith declared recently
that Dr. Issa will be the first local
in the history of Oman to be
conferred as one of the world’s
top awardees in the World Education Congress.
It is with this great sense of
pride that draws the Sultanate of
Oman to highlight the many-

splendid feat and advocacies he
has savoured to the lives of
Omanis. Being the Chairman of
Gulf College, Dr. Issa kept the
institution in good stead over
two decades through his leadership and sheer hard work which
achieved remarkable result being one of the competitive Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
in Oman and having attracted

exclusively represented all the private
Higher
Education
Institutions (HEIs) of
the
Sultanate
of
Oman in the May 23
concluded
GCC
Chamber Conference
held in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Adnan Nasser Al Kalbani (L) with HE Khalil (UAE).
Adnan was chosen
Abdulla Al Khonji (Centre) during the GCC
impressively by His
Chamber.in UAE.
Excellency
Khalil
Abdulla Al Khonji,
Adnan Nasser Al Kalbani, Busi- Chairman of Oman’s Chamber
ness Management student of of Commerce, after his laudable
Gulf College, was proud to have participation in Oman Chamber

Gulf
College
(GC)
revamped
its
research
structure in
its bid
Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
to align
the research strategic plan of the
college this year as Dean Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani through Depu-

ty Dean of Academic and Research Dr. Bilal Al Omari appointed research coordinators in
each of the three faculties.
The management’s best pick
are Dr. Agnes Ilagan of the Faculty of Foundation Studies, Dr.
Ronald Cordova, Faculty of
Computing Sciences, and Dr.
Mohamed El Afif of the Faculty
of Business Studies.
Dr. Taki mandated the coordinators to format a detailed annual
implementation plan, liaise with
national and international indus-

In academic affiliation with
Staffordshire University, UK

open state-of-the-art new campus of GC in Mabela, an answer
to spurt growing educational
needs of Oman and an edifice of
his indelible sacrifice for nation
building.
His beyond comparable expertise in collaboration embarks
him to represent Staffordshire
University in Oman for three
years on franchise basis and is
hoped to expand into all the Gulf
Cooperating Countries (GCC),
with the intention to set a vibrant
CEO Dr. Issa Balushi
drive to encompass every
international students to Oman. sphere of quality education and
He institutionalized staff devel- economic development in the
opment
programme
and country.
knowledge forum for the faculty
members of Gulf College. His
present ethos is the soon-toForum held earlier on the same
month of May.
Witnessed by Undersecretary of
Ministry of Manpower Hamed Al
Amri, Adnan shared with pride
during the conference the
benchmarked practices that
empower GC to keep on soaring
in the limelight of academic excellence which inevitably draws
thousands of students, both
from the local and international
communities.
“I myself am a GC product and I
can proudly say that I am prepared excellently to match exceptionally the job market in the
region and in international are-

na,” Adnan publicized as he
marketed GC which drew the
attention of international businessmen and dignitaries from
Bahrain, Kuwait, UAE and Saudi
Arabia. He likewise distributed
GC leaflets and brochures.
Award Leader Mr. Ebrahim who
served as personal tutor of
Adnan hoped that GC will again
get next year the support from
HE Khalil Al Khonji. “We want to
sustain our participation to provide our students rich learning
exposure and at the same time
to share to the gulf region what
GC have for our stakeholders in
the international arena.”

try and colleges, review re- the research activities ranging
search activities regularly, and from research partnership, proprepare annual Fellowship pro- posal submission to TRC and
gramme and research symposi- capacity building of students
ums.
and staff towards issues, entreUpon assuming the position, the preneurship and employability.
newly
assigned coordinators were
directed
by
Dr. Taki and
Dr. Bilal to
make action
plans in consonance with
the vision and Dr. Shameena Mehtab and Dr. Bilal Al Omari pose
mission of GC
with the 3 newly assigned research coordinators.
and to define
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“Politics is not always bad. It can be good when it is serving
organizational goals. It is often used to influence others and
to advance team efforts.” This is the opening salvo statement
of CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi as he deliberated his paper to eschew from the wobbles of politics in organizations.
In his presentation, Dr. Issa
emphasized that politics is regarded as a quivering silent
killer because it can be awful
and hostile when it is not managed properly; however, he
اhighlighted
that
successful

institutional heads usually read
political lines well in the institutions and it is used to bring staff
ahead
towards
institutional
goals.
His paper called up the GC staff
to make relevant actions that

Dr. Issa Al Balushi discusses organizational politics and its impact
to the staff of GC at the H-Hall.

Gulf College‘s efforts of conducting several workshops on sign language is beginning to draw more
remarkable supports from the staff and regular students. This is manifested in the on-going research
undertaking of the students of Computer Science
(CS) which yields on language learning of Special
Needs (SN) in the College, Dr. Ronald Cordova reported.
This month, Amira Al Jasmi and
Wafa Al Hosni with the guidance
of their faculty mentor, Dr. Cordova, submitted their research
proposal to the Faculty Mentored Undergraduate Research
Award Programme (FURAP). The
research entitled “Computer
Assisted Language Learning in
Arabic Sign Language” aims at
enhancing the language skills of
SN students.
Research Coordinator Dr. Cordova reported that the studentresearchers are now in the process of making programmes for
language learning of the SN
students who are the principal
beneficiaries of the endeavour.
They hope to finish the research
next semester for them to
launch immediately for SN classes to use.
Faculty of Computing Sciences
(FCS) Head Dr. Mohaned Al

Obaidy applauded the group for
their commitment of helping the
SN students. “This is a very relevant project to assist their fellow
students cope with the demands of learning at the university level.”
Likewise, the administration
through Deputy Dean for Academic and Research Dr. Bilal
Omari motivates more groups to
come out with similarly significant research undertaking as an
output of analytical and deep
thinking skills.
Asked on how SN students feel
about this project, SN lecturer
Ms. Rida Bakhit said that her
students are now very eager to
use the computer-assisted language learning activities. “They
cannot wait to see and experience learning in much easier
strategy so they wish the researchers best of luck.”

need to be done to live with
institutional politics and to still
have a least stressful job despite the shudder it brings. He
then proposed significantly two
major actions to cope with the
challenges of politics: first, sizing up political arena; and second, matching political style with
political culture.
According to him, staff in organizations must have to size up the
extent of politics whether it is
minimal, moderate, high, or
pathological in nature. He said
that pathologically politicised
organization is the most perilous
where it could bring devastation,
long lasting conflict, hatred and
eventually low and mediocre
productivity.
He then accentuated that behavior of frequent flattering,
malicious gossip, cold indifference and misleading others
should be shunned absolutely
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for they are the terrifying hooks
of the silent killer in a bureaucracy.
Dr. Issa, after giving in-depth
discussion, appealed to the
heads of the three faculties and
different departments to always
assess the political arena and
types of politics existing in the
immediate working environment
so that necessary intervention is
done to prevent organization
from self-destruction.
His presentation concluded as
he
disclosed
emphatically,
“Politics is a reality in any workplace but it is our role to manage the conflicts it brings.” He
added, “Politics is not bad if it
serves the organisational goals,
promotes productivity and enhances high morale.”
During the open forum, he commented, “I hope that we can see
how organisation politics can be
the silent killer.”

Gulf College this year has re- which are all integral part of unishaped its services as its prime versity education make GC shifts
feat in developing an innovative ahead in its pursuit in providing
strategy to add value to the role electronic environment for stuof its library which complements dents. Senior Librarian Ms. Ento the electronic services of the carnacion Cruz divulged, “GC is
college itself.
now in line with SU’s E-Library
Along with this action is the col- which offers access to a dynamic
laboration it made with Stafford- of 341,000 book and journal titles.
shire University in
opening the online
library to GC students
as a key factor in elearning delivery.
Electronic references,
full text data access
and Web resources Ms. Encarnacion Cruz (L) and Mr. Khalil
Eight students from the Faculty of
Business Studies joined hundreds of students from other colleges and universities on 15th
May as they participated in the

First Youth Forum which was
under the patronage of Oman
Chamber of Commerce and Industry Chairman Khalil Al Khonjie
and Ministry of Higher Education
Undersecretary Dr. Abdullah al-Sarmi.
The forum which was
dubbed with the theme
“Youth Aspirations and
Labour Market Needs”
aimed at opening wider
horizons by creating effective communication chanDr. Khalid Abu Zayed and the GC
students during the 1st Youth Forum nels between youths and
private sector institutions.
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Oman's first-of-a-kind programme
Gulf College puts in
full force its Tutor
Monitoring
System
(TMS) as the management
through
Assistant Dean for
Quality
Assurance
Dr. Shameena Mehtab spearheaded the comprehensive process of eliciting just and impartial
evaluation of academic staff.
The faculty performance appraisal
which is periodically processed at
the end of each academic year is
based from 5 area of evaluation:
tutor observation (20%), tutor
evaluation by students (20%), line
manager’s evaluation (20%), module outcome (20%), and research
activities (20%). Each area has
pre-established criteria incorporated in the evaluation instrument.

Dr. Shameena said that results of
the performance evaluation are
used to improve faculty performance, facilitate managementemployee communication, and
provide feedback for potential
counseling and developing employees.
“TMS is done to ensure alignment
of all GC’s objectives to spawn
highest possible performance.
Therefore the TMS is among the
highest priorities of GC so as to
elicit productive energy and fundamental motivation from the staff.”
She disclosed, the QA Office is
contemplating of creating employee training on areas of improvements as component of the strategic initiatives which is instrumental
in achieving GC’s goals.

Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed through
Award Leader Mr. Ebrahim Alda’jeh announced that the Faculty
of Business Studies’ GC Team 3
qualified in the 2013 Global Business Challenge sponsored by
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA).
GC Team 3 qualified in the CIMA
2013 after a thorough prescreening by the CIMA board.
Nevertheless, their bid to land in
the final round bowed when the
team did not outwit their arch rivals in the penultimate round.

However, Adnan Nasser Al Kalbani , the leader of the team, was
personally chosen by His Excellency Khalil Abdulla Al Khonji to
represent the private tertiary institutions of Oman in the GCC
Chamber Conference to be held
in Sharjah, UAE.
CIMA in partnership with Barclays
gave GC Team 3 Certificate of
Recognition while Dean Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani awarded them GC’s
Certificate of Commendation for
going that far in the said tough tilt.

Again this year, the BST
students plunge into an
educational trip on 9th
May in Jebel Sifah Resort and Mattrah Souq,
two prime tourist destinations in Oman that
draw attraction to both
local and international
tourists.
Dr. Mario Pallada reported that the trip aimed at
giving them personal insights on
tourism management practices
and providing them the opportunity to assess the importance of
local destinations to the tourism
industry of Oman.
The students who participated in
the field were from the Tourism
and Events in Practice and Tourism in Action classes under Dr.
Mario Pallada and Dr. Gina Joc-

son respectively.
“The two modules are both action
-oriented which require out-ofclass experience for our student
to have close scrutiny at the chosen destinations and come up
with their own perspectives as
tourism students,” Dr. Gina Jocson disclosed.
(With report from Dr. Mario Pallada and Dr. Gina Jocson)

GC gets Cambridge University's FCE;
Lamers serves as SE’s trainer
Every great triumph has a story, and the success of being
FCE licensed is no exception. Gulf College, in its relentless
endeavour in taking along novelty into the academe,
gained over this semester a resounding triumph as it gets
the license to operate the Cambridge ESOL First Certificate in English examination (FCE).
This achievement bolts in GC a
more enriched corporate identity
as the only higher education institution (HEI) in the Sultanate that is
licensed to operate the first-of-akind FCE. Behind this mantra of
success is Ms. Antonia Lamers
who just visited Gulf College for
several times in the penultimate
week of April until the early part of
May.
After almost two months of exchanging emails with Ms. Antonia
Lamers, GC has successfully invited her all the way from Netherlands to deliver training to the
Speaking Examiners (SEs) of the
Cambridge ESOL FCE local centre at GC.
She underscored in her visit that
FCE is an examination that aims
to assess the language skills at a
range of levels, each of them having clearly defined relevance to
the needs of the GC students as
language learners. This covers
the four macro language skills –
reading, writing, listening and
speaking- as well as knowledge of

structure and use.
With this aim of FCE, Ms. Antonia
Lamers delivered the intensive
training packs to SEs to accurately assess the language skills of
students and to eventually align
them at the appropriate level.
She did a series of lectures and
demonstration with the use of
several video clips to ensure the
standardisation of the administration of FCE examination and to
make GC well known by promoting assessment at high level. The
participants did not only listen to
lectures but also given the opportunity to apply the procedures as
they practice with the students
while Ms. Antonia observed sets
of dummies taken from the different classes of the FFS. The sessions were as well embedded with
her on-the-spot all-encompassing
solutions to several questions
from the participants during the
critiquing sessions.

The “Learning Outside the Classroom” strategy simply called as
LOC among the lecturers at the
Faculty of Foundation Studies is
now the fad as they gave a breakthrough to how the students
should better learn concepts and
improve English competency.
The Pre-IFP, Band 2 and Band 4
full time students participated in
the first educational trip to Al-Felaif
Trading and Contracting Industries

at Al Wadi Khabir, 7th of May
2013. During the trip, they were
provided questionnaire and activity
sheets which they needed in
learning how plastic industry operates.
The lecturers noted that students
tend to be receptive when they are
exposed to real-life experiences
outside the classroom. This is
reflected in the active participation
of students
in the
on-thes p o t
o p e n
forum.
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Masirah’s Conquest
I was perplexed to know that only
a few of my classmates know
about Masirah. Adding to my
surprise,
I
Travel / Culture hardly find a
student at Gulf College who resides from Masirah, one of the
eleven provinces (waliyat) in
Oman. This rarity made me seek
the editor of News Gazette to
share my story of our beautiful
island.
I am proud to say that Masirah, 1
½ hour travel from Shanna at
RO15 each
way, is a
nice
getaway for both
locals
and
expats who
are looking
for retreat. It
is an extremely wild and beautiful
desert island, which is exactly
why it is a great scene to visit at
the east coast of Oman. One can
reach the island through either
the Royal Air Force Airbus flight
or the sea ferry from Shanna.
The fabulous beaches are the
safest bet for camping. These are
located just outside Ras Hilf, the
only town we have in the island.
Camping is perhaps the most
common way of experiencing
Masirah but there are also a
handful of new hotels, a five minute drive away from the ferry
port. Rate is not cheap because
the experience you could derive
will pay off and will be made even
more special by the 12,000 lovely
people. One thing more, the hotels are based at the heart of all
exciting things: being close to the
sea and what that brings with it,
largest number of Loggerheads
turtles, awesome dolphins and
sea creatures for snorkeling,
mountains, diving and much
more.
The local fishermen can be an
instant tourist guides because
they know easily the safe route in
going to the island's interior deserted beaches and interesting

wildlife for these are the main
draws. The villagers are common
views in the afternoon who are
fond of kite surfing with the winds
being especially attractive at the
different spots near the vertical
gradient and cliffs, awash with
gnarled roots, clump of shrubs
and crippling vegetation. The kids
love to stay outside their homes

and enjoy the yawning rugged terrain of
the island sets aglow
with the early evening light.
The surrounding rough coastline
abashes with many wrecked
dhows on the beaches of the
island, most of them well preserved by the salt water and intense heat. You are welcomed by
the views of dhow wrecks all
around the island. You can simulate the sea conquest experience
of the ancestors by traversing
into the most accessible 250 ton
dhow wrecked in 1993 on the
east coast.
Meandering through landscape of
hillock that rise into the mountains are some of the grandest
adventure that will force to seek
you out for other things around.
Perhaps the best thing is that you
are free from the tyranny of
something exciting and allows
you to laze a bit of wandering to
the 12 villages. Hiking into some
of the villages nestled in deserted
ridge in the crest of stones, not
like those villages in the gaping
canyons of Hoota. Also, some of
the villages are on the beaches,
with priceless breathtaking view
of the Indian Ocean crashing
along with beautiful islets as natural wind and wave breakers
where our only a few local fishermen use it for fishing. The main
industries are fishing and traditional
textile
manufacturing.
Masirah is truly one of the grandest options to see, with all the
thrilling nature you would expect
(Sarah).

Neither I nor my photographs are
not the heroes but their messages. Indeed, before I click my SLR
Cannon camera, I have to be
imaginative to call my pictures
beautiful and meaningful. My only
problem with beautiful
Art
photographs is that the
product becomes an end
in itself, art for art sake. Or shall I
subtly say this makes them less
of an art for the supreme splendour of photographs are the unspoken messages they genuinely
portray. As my friend told me, if
they do not carry any message in
focus he could readily argue that
they are meaningless. He usually
say, forgive me if I say it, they are
artless.
Such argument revolves around
what exactly art is, and differ from
person to person. For example,
my friend says that my photographs are less art because my
camera’s subjects are pillars,
walls, mountains and seas. I cannot refute my friend because his
subjects are lively faces, flowers,
trees and animals. His subjects
are entirely different from mine.
But anyway, the photographs that

One of
the
photos
of
Saeed
Rashed

truly shine are those that excel on
both, on the subject and the message, which will become memorable of our times.
No matter what others say about
my subjects, I don’t fidget…. I let
my camera get going. I reflect my
independent feeling continue to
define what my eyes see as message and then I label it my stories
to share to other people around
me. But I’m reminding you, when
you read the message of any
photographs, you have to account
the details as if they are small
pieces in a puzzle and put them
all together to get the holistic
message. Messages are not
made of stories that you cut into
slices like a mango pie. The way
you cut and deliver the pie differs
depending on how you approach
the story, on how you evoke a
situation, a truth: the poetry of life.
Society Talk

Welcome again to Oman Society
Talk! We noted this month some
common talks of people from all
walks of life.
The Editorial Board salutes Oman
Association for the Disabled and
Oman LNG for making an agreement to vastly improve the quality
of medical equipment for the disabled in the Sultanate of Oman.
The inked agreement made them
allocate RO 220,150 for the procurement of wheel chairs, hearing
aids, electronic devices, etc. May
the awe-inspiring aim of these two
non-government
organizations
transcend into all organizations so
that they will also join in improving
the quality of life.
Who would not be jubilant for the
announcement from The Royal
Opera House Muscat (ROHM)? A
new season this September
themed “A Season of Stars” is
now ready to feature selected
world-class performers from 31

countries. We just hope that tickets will remain affordable.
It is doubtless that Oman is a
growing tourist destination of GCC
much more that the famous Wadi
Shab has now opened its doors
for a new resort with 34 wellequipped rooms where the picturesque views of Tiwi abounds. We
give also salutation to the government for another awesome development.
It is worth mentioning that the government is implementing Omanisation. The Ministry of Manpower
inked recently RO 2.6 million pacts
to train 841 Omani youngsters in
different technical fields. Our salutation goes to Sheikh Abdullah bin
Nasser Al Bakri for meeting the
labour market needs and providing
qualified and trained national manpower. The figure is big but its
benefits are priceless.
See you next issue again.
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On mining in Oman
Oman is blessed with huge vast
of mountains in almost all the 12
regions of Oman, including the
Masirah and Mussandam islands. These mountains seem to
be sleeping giants unprolific with
lifeless
Science / Environment gradient
and cliffs, yet they are the subjects for quarrying and mining of
multi-million
companies
in
Oman. In many countries outside Oman, mining is banned
because it has hollowed deeply
into the bosoms of mountains,
the culprit of ruthless landslide
and alarming flashfloods leaving
thousands of families homeless
and lifeless.
In Oman, the aftermaths of mining and quarrying is not yet felt.
Perhaps, the mountains are not
yet fully explored adding to the
point that there is less rainfall .But it should be known that it
has felt lately more than 8 aftershocks of quake. Quake may
aggravate the loosening of the
earth surface.
Mining is advantageous. No
question for that. It is useful in
the Oman because it is deemed
significant for its contribution to
its development. As a matter of
fact, the Mining and Quarrying
Oman (MQO) will hold its summit at Seeb, Muscat City. The
summit aims to utilize new technologies and implement efficient
strategies to optimize productivity in mining and quarrying projects. The organizers hope that

Gulf
College through
the collaborative efforts
of Mr. Yousif
Khalfan
Al
Mozainin is
to
Mr. Yousif Khalfan pushing
speed up the
employment placement of the
2012 alumni, a move that is raising appreciation from stakeholders of GC.
Khimji Ramdas Company took 6
alumni for training and may take
possible employment if performance is at par with the compa-

this summit will be a platform for
networking among mining fraternity thereby identifying new opportunities which creates significant employment and explores
avenues on how to contribute to
the communities within which
each company operates. Businessmen flatter the layman that
Oman benefits from the taxes
being paid by the companies
conducting the mining excavations. These mining companies
supply raw materials that are
needed to build and maintain
modern industries.
The real story, on the other
hand, is that there is a downside
to mining. One of the main disadvantages is deforestation and
pollution for the sole purpose of
extracting valuable minerals.
It is very obvious that mining is
beyond doubt destructive to the
environment. Large area of land
is affected. Mercury and cyanide
used in mining impose health
hazards to plants, animals and
human. Mining can cause erosion and landslide that can vastly cause death and destruction
of agricultural lands which cannot be restored in 20 years.
Mining is definitely a controversial issue and the advantages
and disadvantages should always be weighed. MQO must
have to draw a line where to limit
its operation in optimising mining
productivity so as not to sacrifice
the health, life and environment
of people in Oman. (Editor’s Desk)
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The sustained jubilation of the
deaf
stuSpecial Needs dents from
the Special
Needs class of Gulf CollegeFaculty of Business Studies is
seen from how the normal students improve their response
and acceptance to them in the
campus as they roam around
the portals of the campus. This
ushered the Special Needs
class to spearhead the commemoration of the 38th Arab
Deaf Week.
The celebration showcased
documentary film about Gulf
College’s deaf students, exhibit
of several sign language books,
dictionaries and posters, and
stage show with the deaf students as interlocutors. All these
activities were enjoyed by the
staff, students and the visitors
Students’ Perspective

from Al Amal School.
Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed said,
“GC, being the only private
tertiary institution with SN programme, spearheaded this
international activity to promote
our aim of giving relevant academic and social support to
deaf youths in the Sultanate.”
This is supported by Hassan,
SN lecturer, when he said during the celebration that FBS will
continue to identify the sign
language needs of the SN students that will contribute to enrich the curriculum and to align
it to international standards.”
The Deaf Week celebration
generally aimed at supporting
the community rehabilitation
programs to guarantee strong
participation of deaf persons in
the communities.

Students’ Perspective

Students’ Perspective

There is no single correct way pect that high so that I will not
of planning how to write assign- frustrate (Nasser Al Salti).
ment as long as you are on the This semester I was so busy at
right track. In this corner, we will work. So I sought help from my
see how GC students did their tutor. This is what I like with
assignments this semester.
GC… the tutoring system. I just
My assignments keep on daunt- had time to do enough to pass
ing at me each night. But I was all my modules (Saif Al Ghafri).
able to accomplish them all. I It’s OK to talk with other stuplanned ahead of time an orga- dents and friends about the
nized approach in writing my assignment. I formed self-help
assignments and took plenty of groups but I did not copy others
time in editing my drafts until I work. I am aware of collusion
got perfect outputs. I did them (Ahmed Almoqbali).
by doing them (Said Al Kharusi). I visited online forum. I also had
It gets easier with practice. I discussion with my classmates
started by thinking about how around relevant subjects before
ny’s
standard.
Likewise, Ministry of Defence much effort should I put into it. I I tackled my assignment. I conrequested the list of all alumni never wanted to ace… just did it sidered suggestions and opinwho graduated from the Faculty enough and right. I did not ex- ions of others (Sarah Almagrafi)
of Business Studies (FBS) this
year to screen for job placement.
Science Info
Service and Training Company
Hit the EYE
People litter because …
of Oman announced lately this
. .
. .
Create a word
it’s
a
personal
choice;
with the central P.
May that five alumni qualified in
No letter should
the pre-screening and advanced lack of personal responsi.R
.
be used twice
for possible employment with bility; have a sense of
except R and T.
Proper nouns are
them.
entitlement--- a feeling that a utility
not allowed. If you
Mr. Yousif at present is coordi- worker should clean up after them;
can create 50
nating with the Ministry of Higher bin is not around; and they are
words, show the .
.
Education in recruiting alumni
list to Mr. Yousef
juvenile
and
claim
right
and interested students for a
away your prize!
. .
. .
training grant with Chamber of
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